Achieving Amazing Results

March 5, 2018

CBC is proud to announce that our Bronx Homeless Pathway Home (PH) Team not only exceeded its annual enrollment targets but according to data obtained by the Bronx RHIO on these individual’s hospital utilization (based on NY-statewide encounters registered in the SHIN-NY) for the six months before and after the start date of the program, the Bronx Homeless Team achieved a remarkable 71% decrease in ER use and hospitals admissions.

Established just 12 months ago as a pilot project with Bronx Partners for Healthy Communities (BPHC), our Bronx team, operated with our member agency Project Renewal, has successfully engaged individuals as they have transitioned back to community after an behavioral health inpatient stay.

Using CBC IPA’s extensive network of programs in the Bronx, individuals were consistently connected with appropriate, local, high-quality services that met their unique needs. In addition, the PH team was able to complete housing applications, accompany individuals to housing appointments and assist individuals when they moved into their new home.

Recognizing the positive impact our team is having on the lives of homeless men and women in the Bronx and the cost saving from reduced utilization, BPHC has announced that the Bronx Homeless PH Team will be funded for another year.

PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR NEWLY LAUNCHED WEBSITE!!!
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